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[1] Surficial materials, including soil and dust, are abundant in the upper tens of

centimeters of the Martian surface sensed by the Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer
(GRS). Seven large areas (14% of the Martian surface) that represent possible
compositional end-members were selected, including three regions heavily mantled with
surficial materials. The selection process included mapping the ratio of exposed rocky
terrain to surficial materials using high-resolution imagery. GRS data for H, Cl, Fe, Si, K,
and Th were obtained for each area. The areas are chemically homogeneous within each
area, given the spatial resolution and analytical uncertainty of the GRS data. However,
substantial chemical differences exist among the areas, including the different mantled
terrains, contrary to earlier assumptions that surficial materials are globally homogeneous
due to aeolian mixing. The observed chemical differences among the areas may be due to
variations in the protolith compositions, extent of alteration of the protolith regions, or
post soil formation processes. The abundances of Cl, K, and Th in rockier (but still soilrich) areas such as Syrtis Major Planum can be explained by mixing between a soil
with higher concentrations of Cl, K, and Th, similar to the abundances in the mantled
terrains (and some of the landing sites), and crustal rocks containing lower abundances of
these elements, similar to Martian meteorites.
Citation: Newsom, H. E., et al. (2007), Geochemistry of Martian soil and bedrock in mantled and less mantled terrains with gamma
ray data from Mars Odyssey, J. Geophys. Res., 112, E03S12, doi:10.1029/2006JE002680.

1. Introduction
[2] Understanding the chemistry of the mobile components (dust, soil, drifts, dunes, mantles, etc.) on the surface
of Mars provides clues to geochemical and atmospheric
processes during Martian history, especially the role of
water and volcanic degassing through time [e.g., Clark
and Baird, 1979; Clark, 1993]. Deposits of globally mixed
aeolian dust could also provide an average composition of
the Martian crust, similar to loess on the Earth [e.g., Taylor
and McLennan, 1985; Taylor et al., 2006a, 2006b]. However, for this purpose, it is necessary to understand possible
chemical fractionations between the crust and the surface
soils. The Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS)
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technique described below provides chemical information
about the Martian surface, including hydrogen [e.g.,
Boynton et al., 2002, 2004]. Early in the collection of the
GRS data, Evans et al. [2004] attempted to compare GRS
data for different ‘‘dusty’’ and ‘‘rocky’’ areas on Mars on
the basis of a brief survey of Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC)
images. The possibility of a globally homogenized dust or
soil component can be examined by comparing the compositions of areas that are completely mantled by surficial
materials and the compositions of surficial materials at the
landing sites. Given the composition of the mobile surficial
materials, mixing models can then be used to constrain the
bedrock compositions in areas where the bedrock is not
completely buried. However, the origin of the surficial
materials on Mars based on the GRS results and the
analyses by landers and rovers reflects a more complicated
history than the simple earlier picture of a globally homogeneous dust component on top of uniform basement rocks.
[3] The Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS)
detects gamma rays from the surface without any instrument
collimation, providing a spatial resolution approximately
equal to the altitude of the spacecraft of 450 km, or
7 degrees at the equator [Boynton et al., 2004; W. V.
Boynton et al., Concentration of H, Si, Cl, K, Fe, and Th in
the low-latitude and midlatitude regions of Mars, submitted
to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2007 (hereinafter
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referred to as Boynton et al., submitted manuscript, 2007)].
The useful count rate in all of the measured peaks for
gamma rays used to determine elemental abundances is only
0.3 counts per second, as estimated from the observed
counting rates for peaks in the GRS spectra [Evans et al.,
2006]. Improvements to the signal-to-noise ratio can be
achieved by integration of g spectra over a large area. For
example, the uncertainty for individual 5x5 degree bins in
Arabia is a factor of three higher (6%) than the uncertainty
on the regional sum (2%). Another characteristic of the
gamma-ray data is the depth into the surface that is sampled
by the technique. Depending on the bulk density of the
regolith (about 1.5 g/cm3), the gamma rays observed at the
spacecraft typically come from the upper few tens of
centimeters. The actual depth also depends on the energy
of the gamma-ray line used; therefore some elements (e.g.,
Fe) are sensed to a greater depth by almost a factor of two
than other elements such as K and Si (Boynton et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2007). The GRS therefore actually
provides a much more comprehensive chemical image of
the uppermost tens of cm of the Martian surface than any
other mission to date. The data used in this article were
collected between June 08, 2002 00:00:00 UTC and April 2,
2005 20:20:00 UTC.
[4] High-resolution MOC images show that much of the
uppermost surface of Mars consists of dust, soils, layered
materials and other surficial materials that are not necessarily related directly to the basement geology. The basement
geology usually reflects generally larger and older geological structures at a vertical scale of hundreds to thousands of
meters and timescales potentially comprising some significant fraction of Martian geological history. In contrast, the
surficial materials, which reflect the upper centimeters to a
few meters or tens of meters, may have been deposited as
sediments (air fall or fluvial) in geologically recent times or
at some distant time that postdates the emplacement of the
bedrock, and should largely represent relatively recent and
often literally superficial events. Separating the chemical
signatures of the bedrock and the mobile materials will
allow their respective stories to be determined.
[5] The distribution of surficial materials, particularly
mantles over bedrock, has not been comprehensively
mapped [Arvidson et al., 2002]. In this study, we have used
the high-resolution MOC images to provide a valid sample
of the visual nature of the surficial materials on Mars to
determine the fraction of exposed bedrock and identify
areas that are substantially covered in a mantle of surficial
materials. These data have then been compared with other
relevant data sets, such as thermal inertia maps and the
Bandfield [2002, 2003] dust maps, even though they only
sense the upper microns to millimeters depth. The use of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology [e.g.,
Hare et al., 2003] provides the tools to keep track of and
compare the spatial data. The gamma-ray spectra for these
areas are then combined for processing to achieve a high
signal-to-noise ratio spectra with better counting statistics
on the relevant peaks. This procedure allows for better
statistics for elements with stronger lines and eventually
will allow acquisition of meaningful data for some additional elements with weaker gamma-ray lines, such as S, Ca,
Al, and U. Due to their limited extent compared to the GRS
footprint, we have not investigated areas interpreted as
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aqueous sedimentary deposits [Malin and Edgett, 2000],
which are found in some craters and areas, including Valles
Marineris and Western Arabia.
1.1. Surficial Materials on Mars
[6] The surficial, easily mobilized materials on the surface of Mars studied from landers, rovers and orbital
observations are described by terms such as soil, dust, drifts
and dunes. Because some of these terms have slightly
different connotations for Mars than for Earth, we will
discuss the terms used in this paper for the relevant
materials.
1.1.1. Landing Site Observations of Surficial
Materials
[7] Materials observed at the landing sites are the easiest
to define on the basis of terrestrial analogs. The fine-grained
mobile surface material on Mars was first observed by the
Viking landers. The fine-grained materials on the surface of
Mars can be described as ripples and drifts atop soil-like
deposits admixed with rocks [Moore et al., 1999; Yen et al.,
2005; Greeley et al., 2004]. Bedforms and drift material at
the landing sites are often covered by a layer of well-sorted
coarse particles [Greeley et al., 2004] (Figure 1). The
regolith, or soil, at the five different landing sites has been
characterized for its bulk composition at the Viking sites by
X-ray fluorescence and at the Pathfinder and Mars Exploration Rover (MER) sites by the Alpha-Particle X-ray
Spectrometer (APXS). Mineralogical information has also
been obtained at the MER sites from the Mössbauer and
Miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Mini-TES)
instruments and textural information can be observed by
the Microscopic Imager, MI.
[8] On the basis of the early observations, Banin et al.
[1992] defined and clarified the term Martian ‘‘soil’’ as ‘‘the
top nonconsolidated layer of weathered and partly weathered rocks of the Martian lithosphere.’’ This definition was
based on the Viking experience where no rock fragments
larger than a few millimeters were sampled. The soils at the
Pathfinder and MER sites can be similarly defined, although
the size at which rock fragments embedded in the soils are
no longer considered soil particles is somewhat arbitrary.
Highly weathered subcentimeter sized rock fragments containing high concentrations of chlorine and sulfur are
effectively part of the soil in terms of chemistry. The
evidence for the effects of aqueous processes and mobile
elements at the MER sites is consistent with this definition
[Haskin et al., 2005]. Orbital evidence for clay minerals on
some portions of the surface has also been reported on the
basis of data from the Mars Express OMEGA near-infrared
spectrometer [Poulet et al., 2005; Bibring et al., 2006]. In
contrast, for the Moon, the term ‘‘regolith’’ is used for the
loose surficial material that was never exposed to atmospheric effects or weathered hydrolytically [Banin et al.,
1992]. An unweathered olivine component has been identified in soils by the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit (MER A)
at the Gusev landing site, drawing similarities to a lunar
regolith [Morris et al., 2004]. Although the definition of soil
used by Banin et al. [1992] seems to be reasonable, the
current literature, including papers by the MER team,
utilizes the terms soil and regolith synonymously to refer
to the same material. We will use the term soil to refer to the
surficial materials analyzed at the landing sites, which are
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Figure 1. (a) View northeast across the surface within Gusev crater. The surface is ‘‘less-mantled’’ from
the geologic perspective and consists of the upper surface of basaltic lava flows, mixed with fine
materials and overturned by small impact cratering processes [Squyres et al., 2004; Grant et al., 2004],
but otherwise exhibits minimal vertical erosion. Image is part of the ‘‘Santa Anita’’ panorama acquired by
Pancam cameras on Spirit around sol 131 (gray-tone version of P2434_L256). (b) ‘‘Boroughs’’ trench
[Haskin et al., 2005], excavated just over 10 cm deep, and located in the soils just off the bottom of the
image in Figure 1a.
presumably also present in the areas that are heavily mantled.
This definition does not include bedrock or cm-sized fragments of unaltered bedrock composition at the surface.
[9] Determining the local or global origin of the soils at
the landing sites has been difficult because of their similar
composition. However, recent results from the Mars Exploration Rovers [Yen et al., 2005] show that bright dust
deposits on opposite sides of the planet are part of a global
unit and not dominated by the composition of local rocks.
However, ‘‘dark soil deposits at both sites have a similar
basaltic mineralogy, and could reflect either a global component or the general similarity in the compositions of the
rocks from which they were derived.’’ The best candidate
for a globally homogenized material is the very thin bright
dust layer observed at the landing sites, produced by
deposition of the <5 micron material suspended in the
atmosphere [e.g., Pollack et al., 1995; Tomasko et al.,
1999; Yen et al., 2005; Goetz et al., 2005]. This dust is
presumably the material being swept up by dust devils and
regional or global dust storms. Prior to this work, the
consensus was that this globally mixed component probably
included the thick mantles of bright material with low
thermal inertia covering large areas of Mars. For example,
Putzig et al. [2005] defined their Unit A, which includes our
mantled regions, as ‘‘bright unconsolidated fines, (dust with
grain sizes less than about 40 mm).’’
[10] Studies of dust accumulated on magnets at the
landing sites by Goetz et al. [2005] suggest that the airborne

dust has a composition related to average bright soil. They
have developed a model for the nature of the airborne dust
based on Mössbauer data, spectral data from the MER
Panoramic Camera, and the behavior of the dust on the
magnets. Their preferred model is that the dust consists of a
primary group of minerals including olivine, pyroxene and
magnetite eroded from rocks. A secondary component
consists of more oxidized ferric and nanocrystalline oxides
that probably includes aqueous alteration products. This
model is similar to the chemical model involving erosion of
alteration products developed by Nelson et al. [2005] for the
composition of the bulk soil, and opens the possibility for
chemical fractionation between the soils and their crustal
protolith by acid weathering [e.g., Banin et al., 1997] or by
early weathering to form phyllosilicates [e.g., Poulet et al.,
1995; Bibring et al., 2006].
1.1.2. Orbital Observations of Surface Materials
[11] Orbital observations have been of insufficient resolution to see surficial materials down to the tens of centimeter scales. However, at the scale of the high-resolution
MOC images, mostly 1.5 m to 3 m resolution, the surface of
Mars consists of obvious bedrock covered by varying
amounts of surficial materials. The nature of the material
less than 1.5 m in size can be inferred from the geomorphology of the surface, from thermal and near-infrared
spectral data and from thermal inertia. At the landing sites,
this soil or regolith contains small fragments of local rocks
down to the resolution of the lander instruments [Yen et al.,
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Figure 2. Images from Malin and Edgett [2001] showing
a comparison of (a) smooth-mantled and (b) rough-mantled
surfaces in central Arabia Terra. The images were taken on
the same orbit within 2 min of each other with sunlight from
the left. (a) SP2-5 1905 near 25.35°N, 323.72°W; (b) SP251906 near 30.13°N, 324.44°W.
2005]. In contrast to the surface at the five landing sites,
large areas have scarce bedrock exposures and the surficial
materials form a blanket or mantle (Figure 2), burying the
topography [e.g., Malin and Edgett, 2000, 2001]. This
mantling material could be the result of deposition of dust
from volcanic or aeolian sources. Some of the mantling
materials have been interpreted as volcanic airfall deposits,
especially the Medusae Fossae Formation, a wind-scoured
mantling deposit [Bradley et al., 2002; Keller et al., 2006].

E03S12

[12] Thermal inertia, which controls the diurnal temperature variations at the Martian surface, has been used to
infer the widespread presence of both dust and rocks [e.g.,
Christensen, 1986a, 1986b; Mellon et al., 2000; Putzig et
al., 2005]. Compared to rocks, sand-sized particles have a
lower thermal inertia, and unconsolidated fines (dust) have
the lowest thermal inertia. The thermal skin depth, the depth
sensed by the thermal inertia measurements, is variable and
is typically a few cm [Putzig et al., 2005]. Because thermal
inertia of dust can be affected by induration, as seen at
Viking, Pathfinder and probably at the MER Spirit Gusev
site [Binder et al., 1977; Mutch et al., 1977; Moore et al.,
1999; Arvidson et al., 2004], the presence of low thermal
inertia is not a necessary requirement for an aeolian dust
deposit.
[13] Fine-grained porous materials, or dust, can also
exhibit a characteristic thermal infrared spectral signature
approximated by a blackbody spectrum in the wavelength
regions used [e.g., Bandfield, 2002, 2003]. However, this
signature only reflects the properties of the uppermost
microns or millimeters of the surface (Figure 3). Although
the terms ‘‘dust’’ and ‘‘dusty’’ have been used for the areas
with low thermal inertia and a black body thermal IR
signature [e.g., Evans et al., 2004], it is clear both from
remote-sensing and landed missions that some areas of the
surface are covered by surficial deposits that do not exhibit
an IR dust signature. In order to avoid any particle size
inferences, we will use the less genetic term ‘‘mantling
material’’. This terminology follows the lead of Malin and

Figure 3. Block diagram (450 m across) of a mantled region on Mars with a schematic cross section
and insert (not to scale) illustrating the depths in the mantle above bedrock relevant to different remotesensing techniques. The GRS data sense down to a few tens of centimeters depth, while thermal inertia
(e.g., rock abundance) only senses within the thermal skin depth of a few centimeters. Thermal or nearinfrared spectral data only sense the upper few microns. Mantled terrain in SP2-37703, illuminated from
the upper right [Malin and Edgett, 2001].
4 of 24
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Figure 4. Examples of different amounts of surficial materials estimated semiquantitatively. Each
example shows (1) the larger context with MOC location (large square), (2) a closer context with MOC
location (smaller square), and (3) a representative portion of the MOC image. The images are from the
Tharsis, Tyrhenna, Arabia, and Amazonis areas.
Edgett [2000, 2001] for the materials usually interpreted as
aeolian or airfall deposited materials in the MOC images.
1.2. Mapping Procedures and GIS Technology
[14] The GRS data used in the current study represents
about 70% of the surface area of Mars. Only areas within
approximately 45 degrees of the equator, in the midlatitude
region, were considered, because of greater uncertainties in
the GRS data where ice is present at higher latitudes
(Boynton et al., submitted manuscript, 2007). Within this
band, regions of Mars known to be mantled and regions
thought to have exposed bedrock were surveyed using
MOC images to identify and characterize the nature of
surficial materials throughout the regions in this study.
The total area surveyed was about 30% of the surface of
Mars, or about 44% of the midlatitude region. The random
distribution of the MOC image data set allowed a sampling
approach to be used to determine the actual fraction of
exposed bedrock and to define areas whose GRS derived
chemistry could be examined. The seven selected areas
represent 14% of the Martian surface or 20% of the
midlatitude region. The quantitative extent of surficial
materials in a given image was determined by visual examination or mapping of different material units that include
apparent mantles and rocky bedrock (e.g., Figure 4). GIS

technology was used to keep track of the data and of the
spatial information for each image using the resources at the
Planetary Interactive GIS on-the-Web Analyzable Database
(PIGWAD) website [Hare and Tanaka, 2004]. A single
geologist (M.P.) performed the analysis to maintain a
consistent approach. The analysis was checked for consistency by detailed mapping of MOC images by an experienced planetary mapper (L.C.) (e.g., Figure 5). For example,
in many individual MOC narrow angle camera scenes true
bedrock or substrate materials often consists of isolated
rocky knolls a few meters across in a larger field of stratigraphically younger smooth textured materials. The exposure of rocky material often occurs along escarpments or
rocky spines and spurs along the crests of massifs (e.g.,
Figure 3). Compared to the rock abundance derived from
thermal inertia data [Christensen, 1986b], this procedure
actually results in higher values for the amount of rockier
terrain in a given area. This makes sense, because the GRS
data can sense rocky material buried well below the thermal
skin depth.
[15] An additional procedure was used to evaluate the
amount of rocky outcrop in each area using bright and dark
areas as a proxy for rough topography. Assuming that the
dark areas represent shadows and that the bright areas
represent steep slopes toward the sun, determining the
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Figure 5. Map of outcrop occurrence within a Mars Global Surveyor Mars Orbiter Camera image,
located within the Tyrrhena Terra region. Four types of outcrop occurrence are mapped: (1) outcrop,
(2) areas of outcrop mixed with mantling materials, (3) scattered outcrops in heavily mantled areas, and
(4) areas of essentially no outcrop. Areas mantled to some extent account for 88% of the surface area in
this typical MOC image. All other areas exhibit some level of mantling. MOC image E0901293.
percentage of the darkest and brightest pixels in a scene
produced a semiquantitative measure of the amount of
rough topography in each MOC image. Images used for
this technique were screened to eliminate features such as
linear sand dunes that are not related to bedrock exposure.
This technique was tested by comparison with images
where the exposed bedrock was visually mapped (e.g.,
Figures 6a and 6b), and produced similar results within
about a factor of two. Further development is needed to
eliminate the subjective nature of the different techniques,
but the results were adequate for this study given the
dramatic differences between mantled and less-mantled
terrain (e.g., Figures 6a and 6b).

2. Area Selection and Geological Setting
2.1. Selection of Representative Areas Using MOC
Image Sampling and Other Data
[16] Several geomorphologic and geochemical criteria
were used to select the specific areas within the MOC
image survey region (Figures 7 and 8). The selected areas
represent large regions within the survey area with relatively
similar physical and chemical properties. Areas with very
complex surface geology, such as Valles Marineris were
avoided. Additional constraints were placed on our selection

of regions by examination of rock abundance [Christensen,
1986b], thermal inertia [e.g., Christensen, 1986a; Putzig
et al., 2005], and surface dust abundance [Bandfield, 2002,
2003]. Areas containing large gradients in chlorine and
potassium (which have a high signal-to-noise ratio) were
avoided by examination of the unsmoothed 10  10 degree
and 5  5 degree data. Our selected areas include three
heavily mantled areas, and for comparison, both highlands
and younger volcanic areas with significant bedrock exposures. We also selected a region in Acidalia Planitia with
high thermal inertia [Putzig et al., 2005] and corresponding
high rock abundances derived from infrared measurements
[Christensen, 1986b]. The GRS results for these areas were
compared with generalized geologic maps of the selected
areas. The comparison allows an evaluation of the chemical
distinctiveness of the prevailing geologic materials in each
area.
2.2. Areas With Evidence for Extensive Mantling or
Dust Cover
[17] Parts of Mars appear mantled from their morphology,
have spectral and low thermal inertia signatures consistent
with abundant dust [Bandfield, 2002; Christensen, 1986a;
Putzig et al., 2005]. Areas of apparent mantling of preexisting surfaces are inferred from the obvious burial of under-
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Figure 6. Demonstration of a semiquantitative method for
determining the extent of bedrock exposures in MOC
images. The brightest and darkest areas are adjusted to
represent bedrock exposures based on a visual comparison
with the gray-scale image. (a) Mantled region in Arabia,
MOC image M0703897. The black and white areas
represent a combined outcrop percentage of 10%. (b) Area
in Syrtis Major Planum, MOC image M1200019. The black
and white areas represent a combined outcrop percentage of
30%.
lying craters and other geologic features. There also tends to
be a correlation between the MOC image mapping, dusty
areas identified by using data from the Thermal Emission
Spectrometer (TES) [Bandfield, 2002] and areas with low
thermal inertia [e.g., Putzig et al., 2005]. Some mantles may
be attributed to the subaerial deposition of dust or other
airborne material resulting in a blanketing effect similar to
that of a snowfall over an underlying landscape [e.g.,
Christensen, 1986a; Zimbelman and Greeley, 1982]. The
widespread mantling material covering much of the equatorial regions of Mars is characterized by both smooth and
rough terrains (e.g., Figure 2). The rough mantles exhibit
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morphologies characteristic of aeolian erosion, such as the
presence of yardangs [Malin and Edgett, 2001].
[18] Mantle thickness: The thickness of surficial mantles
can be estimated from the burial of impact craters. Predicted
rim heights for small craters are greater than 0.5 m for
craters greater than about 15 m in diameter [Grant et al.,
2005]. Examples of buried craters can be seen in Figures 2a
and 2b. Each of these images contains partially filled and
mantled craters about 200 m in diameter. In both cases, the
crater rims are mostly buried by the mantling material
requiring a mantle thickness of at least several meters.
The absence of exposed crater rims on craters greater than
50 m diameter in a mantled area provides strong evidence
for a mantle thickness greater than 0.5 m, the depth
observed by the GRS. Only areas resurfaced extremely
recently (<1 Ma) are likely to have no fresh craters on a
typical MOC image.
[19] Mantle material properties: The steep scarps resulting from erosion within inferred mantles and the smoothing
of underlying terrain as compared with surrounding areas
are evidence for a small grain size, low density, and
correspondingly high internal angle of friction necessary
to support steep scarps, terraces, and steps that frequently
characterize areas of inferred mantling. Two hypotheses for
the materials comprising the layered mantles are (1) coarse
dense materials draped over a preexisting substrate or
(2) low-density, fine-grained layered sediments, dust, and
soil. Extensive sheets of fluvially distributed coarse conglomerates and catastrophically emplaced (explosive and
landslide) coarse-grained debris deposits may present similar large-scale morphologies, including steep scarps and
draping over underlying relief features [e.g., MouginisMark, 2002; Mouginis-Mark and Christensen, 2005]. The
first hypothesis fails the test for local debris fans at the base
of scarps or other obvious local reservoirs of dense, coarse
material necessary to account for the eroded volumes
temporarily in transport across the surface. Initial transport
and deposition of coarse-grained material is energetically
limited to small areas, and an unusually large deposit
derived from high-energy emplacement would require an

Figure 7. Near global image with the MOC locations and estimated percent of mantling obtained by
examination of the high-resolution images (see legend). The background thermal inertia map derived
from MGS TES data is from Putzig et al. [2005]. Also shown are the areas selected for analysis in this
study. The area selections were based on these and other data sets, including geological maps.
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Figure 8. Location of the selected GRS study areas in relation to the thermal inertia map derived from
MGS TES data from Putzig et al. [2005]. The selected regions represent areas of both high and low
thermal inertia.
obvious source. The second hypothesis is more likely for
several reasons. Many of the eroded landforms in layered
and inferred mantling materials are relatively late features in
Martian geologic history when the high-energy environmental fluids required to erode and move dense rocks were
not present and most erosion appears to have occurred
through aeolian ablation. In addition, exhumation of underlying terrains is a common characteristic of many ‘‘mantled’’ areas with landforms such as yardangs and supports
the hypothesis that compared to the dense, resistant native
rock, the mantling materials tend to consists of elements,
particles, or grains that are small enough to be detached
from the surrounding material column and easily mobilized
by aeolian processes. All of these characteristics support the
general conclusion (1) that ‘‘mantles’’ are generally finegrained materials material draped over an underlying older
geologic surface and (2) that the mantles are likely to be
low-density and poorly indurated compared to the substrate.
[20] The ‘‘Arabia’’ region and the adjacent ‘‘Amazonis’’
and ‘‘Tharsis’’ regions (Figures 7 and 8 and Table 1) were
selected as representative of ‘‘mantled’’ regions. The characteristics of the selected area in terms of remote-sensing
characteristics and our mantling determination are listed in
Table 2. The Amazonis and Tharsis regions are heavily
mantled but include a wide variety of basement materials.
2.2.1. Arabia
[21] The ‘‘Arabia’’ GRS area was selected because it
represents an end-member case characterized by a highland

type geologic setting (Figure 9). Yet unlike the other
highland area ‘‘Tyrrhena Terra,’’ Arabia is known to have
a relatively low rock abundance and morphological characteristics of strong mantling [Malin and Edgett, 2001]. In
addition, this highland area is notable because of its
geological complexity, including a variety of intercrater
plains. These characteristics suggest that, despite being an
ancient cratered terrain, it has been a net deposition sink and
thus representative of mobile components that may be
obscuring the bedrock signal over many areas of Mars.
[22] Two geological units dominate the Arabia area, the
dissected highlands surfaces on the southeast and the
ancient and relatively unmodified highlands on the northwest (Figure 9). Dispersed throughout these two principal
components are smaller areas interpreted to be lava plains
and plains of unspecified origin, possibly thick sediments.
Arabia appears to be an ancient highland surface that has
been a net deposition center for mobile materials with low
thermal inertia and high albedo. These materials are locally
dissected and redeposited, possibly accounting for some of
the distinctions in plains surfaces.
2.2.2. Amazonis
[23] The ‘‘Amazonis’’ GRS area is composed of plains on
the west and the flanks of the Olympus Mons shield
volcano, which is located in the eastern portion of the
region. It was selected as a GRS area because it lies within
a relatively youthful geologic terrain and is geologically
simple with broad units based on global [Scott and Tanaka,

Table 1. Latitude and East Longitude Corner Coordinates of the Areas Used for the GRS Analysis
Amazonis

Tharsis

Acidalia

Arabia

Syrtis

Tyrrhena

Hesperia

Lat

Long

Lat

Long

Lat

Long

Lat

Long

Lat

Long

Lat

Long

Lat

Long

35
35
5
5
10
10

165
130
130
145
145
165

25
25
35
35
15
15
5
5

130
115
115
70
70
95
95
130

45
45
20
20
10
10

50
15
15
25
25
50

35
35
0
0

10
40
40
10

20
20
5
5

60
80
80
60

5
5
25
25

60
100
100
60

10
10
35
35

100
120
120
100
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Table 2. Characteristics of the Selected Areas Including GRS Chemical Analyses
MOC images (% mantling)
% Rock abundancea (sigma)b
Thermal inertiac
TESd (albedo)
MOLA (elevation)
H2O wt % (sigma)b
Cl wt % (sigma)b
K wt % (sigma)b
Si wt % (sigma)b
Fe wt % (sigma)b
Th ppm (sigma)b

Amazonis

Tharsis

Acidalia

Arabia

Syrtis

Tyrrhena

Hesperia

65
5.9 (±2.1)
low
low
low to very high
4.2 (±0.3)
0.64 (±0.05)
0.31 (±0.01)
19.3 (±0.4)
13.6 (±0.9)
0.64 (±0.04)

55
6.5 (±2.0)
low
low
very high
3.7 (±0.22)
0.51 (±0.03)
0.31 (±0.01)
20.0 (±0.22)
14.4 (±0.8)
0.53 (±0.02)

50
13.7 (±5.5)
high
high
low
3.5 (±0.4)
0.46 (±0.04)
0.41 (±0.01)
22.0 (±0.4)
16.6 (±1.2)
0.78 (±0.04)

85
5.8 (±1.9)
low
moderate
moderate
5.9 (±0.2)
0.52 (±0.04)
0.36 (±0.01)
20.6 (±0.4)
14.3 (±0.9)
0.71 (±0.03)

40
8.1 (±3.9)
moderate
moderate
high
3.6 (±0.3)
0.47 (±0.04)
0.28 (±0.01)
20.6 (±0.5)
15.1 (±1.0)
0.55 (±0.04)

50
9.3 (±3.5)
moderate
moderate
high
3.7 (±0.3)
0.49 (±0.03)
03.4 (±0.01)
20.6 (±0.4)
12.3 (±0.8)
0.64 (±0.03)

55
6.3 (±4.3)
moderate
moderate
high
3.9 (±0.3)
0.46 (±0.03)
0.26 (±0.01)
20.8 (±0.4)
14.2 (±0.9)
0.38 (±0.04)

a

Rock Abundance from Christensen et al. [1986b].
The one sigma instrumental uncertainty sm, for the summed data.
c
Thermal Inertia from MGS TES data is from Putzig et al. [2005].
d
TES albedo is from Christensen et al. [2001].
b

1986] and regional [Morris and Tanaka, 1994] geologic
mapping, and it is within a region known to be mantled by
mobile materials. These are almost certainly lava flowplains as they embay fractured terrains and the aureole of
Olympus Mons. Flow fronts are also prominent throughout
[Morris and Tanaka, 1994; Scott and Tanaka, 1986]. The
featureless appearance broken only by local wrinkle ridges
and the relatively young crater ages [Morris and Tanaka,
1994] suggest that this surface is relatively blanketed with a
material that obscures the meter to decameter-scale primary
surface morphology of the lava flows.

[24] The simplified lithologic map of the Amazonis GRS
study area (Figure 9) is dominated by Olympus Mons shield
lavas and plains lavas in nearly equal proportions. The
aureole of Olympus Mons is less constrained in both origin
and fundamental lithology, although several studies
[McGovern et al., 2004; Lopes et al., 1982; Morris, 1982;
Harris, 1977] suggest that it is the result of gravity sliding
or other types of mass movement of the lower flanks of
Olympus Mons. Nearly 40– 45% of the area consists of
plains that make up the classical Amazonis Planitia surface.
Minor components include the Medusae Fossae materials

Figure 9. Generalized geology of the areas selected for study, simplified from global geologic material
units defined by Scott and Tanaka [1986] and Greeley and Guest [1987]. In terms of geologic processes
that are likely to have operated, the units shown here are those that would have the greatest potential for
geochemical variations detectable at the resolution scale of GRS.
9 of 24
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and small areas of channel type materials. The lava surfaces
(plains and volcano flanks) show evidence in MOC image
data for substantial mantling [Malin and Edgett, 2001] to
depths as much as several meters in places that are interpreted as either globally mobile fines or regional ash
deposits. As a result, the signal from the primary bedrock
lithologies (plains lavas and shield lavas) defined from
geologic mapping is likely to be weak. Preservation of
relief reflecting the primary morphology on lava flows at
these scales implies that regional mantling within the most
geologically recent volcanic surfaces of the Tharsis region is
approximately a few meters or less.
2.2.3. Tharsis
[25] The Tharsis province was selected because it represents a simple terrain consisting of plains-forming lavas and
local digitate lavas radiating from the principal Tharsis
central volcanoes [Plescia, 1994], and there are minimal
boundary geologic contact complexities. Like the Amazonis
GRS area, the surface is clearly and substantially mantled
even though there is the morphological expression of
youthful lava flows throughout the plains. Despite the
morphological similarity with the Amazonis area, the surface of this area spans a large range of ages and sources,
ranging from relatively youthful lava flows erupted from the
central volcanoes [Zimbelman and Edgett, 1992] and fissures to older plains largely exposed around the periphery of
the Tharsis region. Many of the older plains are also
extensively fractured [Anderson et al., 2001; Dohm and
Tanaka, 1999].
[26] Approximately 25% of this region is composed of
the flanks of Olympus Mons, rising 25 km above the
surrounding plains and its surrounding aureole of disturbed
and fractured terrains. Compositionally the plains and the
main edifice of Olympus Mons are likely basaltic. Although
some significant differences in the flank morphology occur
with elevation [Crumpler et al., 1996], there is no particular
morphological evidence for changes in magma characteristics or composition across the surface of the volcano.
Although the region is dominated by lavas of apparent
basaltic affinity, the geochemical diversity of Martian magmas is supported by several lines of reasoning, including
theoretical constraints on overall composition of Martian
mantle melts [McSween et al., 2003], remote-sensing observations [Mustard et al., 1993; Mustard and Sunshine, 1995;
Christensen et al., 2000; Hoefen et al., 2003], and comparisons with Martian meteorites.
2.3. Rockier Terrains for Comparison With Mantled
Terrains
[27] In order to use the compositions of the surficial
materials to determine their origin, we also need comparable
data on the possible source rock compositions. GRS data for
highland bedrock and younger volcanic terrains that are less
mantled were studied to provide constraints on bedrock
compositions. Three areas were selected for this purpose in
the highlands between the Isidis and Hellas basins. The
Syrtis Major Planum volcanic area [Schaber, 1982] and the
Hesperia Planum consist of younger Amazonian volcanic
surfaces, while the Tyrrhena Terra Highlands area represents
ancient cratered terrains. These areas are characterized as
smooth in MOLA pulse width data [Neumann et al., 2003],
exhibit TES spectra for igneous minerals [Bandfield, 2002],
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and volcanic features that are visible on a broad scale but
are obscured by cratering at the scale of the high-resolution
MOC images (e.g., Figure 6b).
[28] Martian meteorites provide an additional source of
chemical data on Martian rocks, along with analyses of
unaltered bedrock on the floor of Gusev Crater. Highland
bedrock terrain, such as the Columbia Hills at the Gusev
landing site, contains a range of exposed bedrock and a
rock-rich soil. The Columbia Hills may include a substantial
component of impact ejecta and materials that experienced
aqueous processes including alteration [Cabrol et al., 2006;
Morris et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006].
2.3.1. Syrtis
[29] The ‘‘Syrtis’’ GRS area consists of the classical darkalbedo, wrinkled-ridged plains surface bounded on the north
and south margins by ancient highlands material. Syrtis
Major Planum is a relatively well-studied and characterized
area of Mars that includes most of the classical albedo dark
region Syrtis Major. The surface sampled within this region
is essentially one lithology, and, in terms of the small
number of global geological units encompassed, it is among
the simplest sample areas in this study. A variety of studies
have suggested that Syrtis Major Planum is an area of the
highlands adjacent to the Isidis basin that has been resurfaced by a sequence of Hesperian basaltic lava flows [Meyer
and Grolier, 1977; Schaber, 1982] with an estimated
accumulated thickness of 0.5 to 1 km in early Hesperian
time [Hiesinger and Head, 2004]. The overall arrangement
is that of a low shield volcano [Schaber, 1982] with two
separate summit calderas, Nili Patera and Meroe Patera,
arrayed along possible Isidis basin ring fractures. These
lavas sit on a substrate that includes part of the western rim
of the Isidis basin where the distal Isidis lavas embay rim
massifs and valleys [Crumpler and Tanaka, 2003]. The
highland region that comprises the southern rim of Isidis
is among the more rugged and stratigraphically lower and
older highland surfaces on Mars [Scott and Tanaka, 1986].
[30] Spectral data from the Mars Express OMEGA experiment show the presence of substantial alteration in the
Nili Fossae area of the highlands north of Syrtis Major
Planum [Bibring et al., 2005, 2006; Poulet et al., 2005].
The OMEGA and TES data also show evidence for igneous
minerals such as pyroxene and plagioclase in the Syrtis area
[e.g., Bibring et al., 2005; Bandfield, 2002].
[31] In contrast to the volcanic areas of Tharsis, there is
much less evidence of mantling of the surface in highresolution image data. MOC image samples of the surface
are characterized by the lowest fraction of mantle and
most ‘‘outcrop’’ of any area examined (Figure 6b). Several
remote-sensing studies have suggested a near-absence of
mantling materials based on the detection of spectral
properties that imply differing fundamental lithologies of
essentially basaltic composition with variations in abundance of different common mafic minerals such as olivine
[Noble and Pieters, 2001; Mustard et al., 1993]. Individual
lava flows 20 to 30 m thick [Ivanov and Head, 2003] may
be defined from a moderate resolution Viking image. More
detailed analysis using MOC narrow angle image data
provide evidence that significant deflation of the plains
surface has occurred and accounts for many of the regional
geologic units that may be defined within the Syrtis plains
surface [Hiesinger and Head, 2004].
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[32] The surface of Syrtis Major Planum appears to
represent highly deflated and eroded lava flows eroded
vertically and planed, rather than deeply dissected and
resurfaced by external materials. The region might be
characterized as an area of net deflation, the opposite of
Arabia, Tharsis, and Amazonis, which appear to be areas of
net mantle deposition. Any surface regolith or soils are more
likely to consist dominantly of locally derived materials.
The geological contact (Figure 9) between the younger
volcanic terrains that dominate this area and the surrounding
ancient highlands is also apparent in the GRS data for Fe
and K (Boynton et al., submitted manuscript, 2007), which
is also consistent with a bedrock signature in this area.
2.3.2. Tyrrhena Terra
[33] The ‘‘Tyrrhena Terra’’ GRS area is of interest because it is a uniform area of cratered highlands and appears
moderately rocky in thermal data and dark in albedo. Most
of Tyrrhena Terra represents a typical Martian highland
surface consisting of cratered terrain and intervening plains
of a variety of potential origins. Existing estimates of
thermal inertia and rock abundance indicate that the surface
is relatively free of fine-grained mantling material on the
thermal skin depth scale of a few cm. The MOC images
indicate the presence within many of the areas of significant
layered deposits, possibly aqueous sediments. Therefore the
actual bedrock, presumably ancient crater breccias and
ejecta developed on an ancient crust, is likely to be covered
to depths greater than GRS detection depths with materials
deposited subsequent to formation of the bedrock lithologies. This layered material dates from the earliest history of
Mars and predates most volcanic plains regions, including
Tyrrhena Patera and the Hesperia plains to the immediate
east. The Tyrrhena area also includes the northern part of the
Hellas Basin rim, which is an area of potential diversity
associated with the development of rugged massifs around
the periphery of the Hellas basin [Tanaka and Leonard,
1995].
2.3.3. Hesperia
[34] The ‘‘Hesperia’’ GRS area was selected because it
samples a relatively uniform global geologic unit as does
the Syrtis area, yet, unlike the Syrtis area, it is a bright albedo
feature rather than a classical dark region. The ‘‘Hesperia’’
GRS area is dominated (approximately 80% of map area) by
the central volcano Tyrrhena Patera and its surrounding field
of what are interpreted to be lavas and dissected terrain of
possible air fall ash deposits [Gregg et al., 1998; Greeley
and Crown, 1990]. The ‘‘Hesperia’’ GRS area is the only
area that samples a typical highland patera type volcano.
Differences in the overall morphometry [Pike, 1978] and
character of the flanks of the highland volcanoes such as
Tyrrhena Patera relative to the later volcanoes of Tharsis
and the Syrtis major volcanic center have been interpreted
to reflect a more explosive and ash-rich style of eruption for
Tyrrhena Patera [Greeley and Spudis, 1981; Crown and
Greeley, 1993]. The channeled flanks are also consistent
with some other geologic processes acting on lava flows,
such as certain types of sapping [Hodges and Moore, 1994].
The remainder of the Hesperia GRS area includes portions
of the surrounding highland substrate on the north.
[35] The MOC image data are interpreted to indicate low
amounts of surface mantling and more substrate exposure
than many highland regions, so it is likely that local bedrock
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contributes significantly to the GRS signal in the Hesperia
area. Hesperia is, like Syrtis, an interesting area from the
perspective of GRS measurements, since it is appears to be
relatively unmantled, and represents a younger geochemical
unit of mafic composition distinctive from the surrounding
highland substrate.
2.4. Acidalia
[36] The ‘‘Acidalia’’ GRS area is a region low in elevation defining the Chryse basin [Schultz and Frey, 1990;
Rotto and Tanaka, 1989]. Acidalia contains TES spectral
type II terrain, originally interpreted as andesite by
Christensen et al. [2001]. We selected this area because it
has a rocky signature [Christensen, 1986b], is interpreted to
be a net deposition center for outflow channels, and has
GRS elemental characteristics that appear to differ from
many surfaces on Mars, such as a high K abundance. The
distinctiveness in both geology and composition as inferred
from TES and GRS data imply a potential correlation of
elemental abundances with geology [Karunatillake et al.,
2006]. In terms of geological units defined from detailed
mapping [Rotto and Tanaka, 1989; Scott and Tanaka,
1986], it is the most complex area examined in this study.
In addition, some of the units have been characterized at the
surface by Viking Lander 1 and Pathfinder, offering some
ground truth for comparison with GRS data.
[37] The central and dominant units of the Acidalia area
consist of several types of plains, including smooth plains,
ridged plains and largely peripheral dissected and channeled
plains. These are interpreted to represent some type of
deposition, presumably associated with outflow channel
debris [Tanaka and Chapman, 1992], an original lava plains
surface, and proximal outflow channel debris or prechannel
mantling materials dissected by late slack-water [Craddock
et al., 1997; Crumpler, 1997; Crumpler et al., 2001].
Superimposed in smaller areas are the floors of actual
outflow channels and on the far north by ‘‘softened’’ terrain
that are variously interpreted as ice-related modifications of
surface relief, locally deflated and covered with extensive
lag deposits where rock abundance appears relatively high.
[38] There is a greater correlation between mapped geologic contacts in our Acidalia region and compositional
variations in the GRS data (Boynton et al., submitted
manuscript, 2007). In part, this may reflect the simple fact
that the area is characterized by several geologic materials
of large area extent and comparatively diverse geologic
origin. For example, average to low abundance of chlorine
[Keller et al., 2006] occurs in the peripheral deposits, that
are interpreted as proximal outflow channel debris or
preexisting and dissected mantle deposits. Similarly, lower
Cl abundance characterizes the interior of the Chryse basin
where materials carried by the outflow channel events were
deposited. Lower Cl occurs in association with the ridged
plains that appear to be an area of exposed lava plains and
potentially an area where mantling materials were flushed
from the margins of the basin during outflow events. A
somewhat similar pattern occurs for Fe and H (Boynton et
al., submitted manuscript, 2007). These three elements (Cl,
Fe, and H) could be interpreted on this basis as being
associated with materials moved by outflow channels. Si
and K are in contrast relatively enhanced in the central part
of the Chryse basin, implying an association with the net
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Figure 10. A plot of 5 degree by 5 degree smoothed and rebinned data for Th and Si for seven selected
areas. The data show the distinct compositions of the three mantled regions, Arabia, Tharsis, and
Amazonis, and the diversity of compositions in the other areas. The data are not corrected for mobile
element components, and due to differences in processing and smoothing there is a slight pseudosystematic difference between bin means and summed-spectral means reported in Table 2 and subsequent
figures that does not affect the relationships among regions in this figure.
deposition area and the area on the far north where terrain
softening and extensive lag surfaces are developed. In the
area of Acidalia where the surface type II materials are
prevalent, the enhancement of K and Th, but not Si may be
consistent with the presence of an igneous rock signature
[Karunatillake et al., 2006].

3. Results
[39] The data from GRS for our selected areas (Table 2)
provide quantitative information with good statistics for the
elements Fe, Si, Th, K, Cl, and H (expressed as weight
equivalent H2O). The abundances of the radioactive elements Th and K are independently determined with the least
assumptions. The abundances of the other elements (Si, H,
Cl, and Fe) involve assumptions about compositional effects
on the fluxes of fast and thermal neutrons (capture corrections), and thus their relative abundances are somewhat
better known than their absolute abundances (Boynton et
al., submitted manuscript, 2007).
[40] Gamma-ray spectra were collected for each region
defined in Table 1 beginning soon after the boom deployment on 6 June 2002 to 3 April 2005. The University of
Arizona GRS database query tool was used to accumulate
spectra over the latitude and longitude ranges for each
region. Summed spectra were analyzed to determine peak
areas using the standard spectral analysis software described
by Evans et al. [2006]. Accumulation times are typically

proportional to the size of the areas and ranged from 5.9 
105 s to 1.7  107 s. The peak areas were converted to
composition (Table 2) using the methods described by
Boynton et al. (submitted manuscript, 2007). Uncertainties
for each region are estimated from uncertainties in the
continuum and peak area fits, as well as by propagating
uncertainties introduced by capture corrections for Cl, Fe,
and H. Si has a scatter correction factor applied, but the
factor is assumed to be exact (no uncertainty).
[41] The variation of each element within each region was
analyzed with 5  5 degree binned data. This data set was
produced by starting with the postcorrection 0.5  0.5
degree grid data smoothed and rebinned to 5  5 degree
regions. The Si data were smoothed with a 15 degree-arc
radius mean filter, while the Th data were smoothed with a
10 degree filter (Figure 10). The instrumental uncertainty of
the mean (sm) for data summed from an entire region are
generally much smaller than the root-mean square instrumental uncertainty (srms) derived from the sm values for
individual 5  5 degree bins comprising the larger region.
The differences in processing and smoothing leads to a
slight pseudo-systematic difference between bin means and
summed-spectral means (Table 2).
[42] In large part, because the GRS footprint and the
smoothing are considerably larger than the 5  5 degree
bins, these data are not independent of each other and the
uncertainty of the regional mean cannot be calculated with
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the common formula without a substantial correction.
However, the standard deviation of 5  5 data points within
a region (s) and root-mean square instrumental uncertainty
(srms) of this data, are minimally affected by spatial autocorrelation [e.g., Haining, 2003]. Consequently, s accurately
represents the apparent variation on the scale of the GRS
footprint within each of the selected areas (Figure 10), and
srms represents the typical instrumental uncertainty of a bin.
For our areas and the elements under consideration, srms
values approximately equal s values. This suggests that
much of the apparent compositional variability within
each region (from the 5  5 data) could be attributed
to instrumental uncertainties, rather than compositional
heterogeneity.
[43] Comparisons between the compositions of Martian
rocks (meteorites and landing sites) and the analyses of soils
(landing sites and GRS data) are complicated because of
dilution by the water content and the S and Cl mobile
element component in the soils [e.g., McSween and Keil,
2000]. This problem is addressed by considering ratios of
elements in each component or by normalizing to eliminate
the effect of a component. We have normalized the data for
the GRS areas and the analyses of landing site soils to
remove the dilution by the added component for H2O for Cl,
K, and Th (Figures 12, 14, and 15), and for S, Cl, and H2O
for the Fe and Si data (Figure 13). The water content for the
vicinity of the various landing sites has also been determined by the GRS, and the values used for normalization
are 1.5% Viking 1 Chryse, 7.0% Viking 2 Utopia, 2.9%
Pathfinder Ares Vallis, 7.5% Spirit Gusev, and 5.7% Opportunity (MER B) Meridiani (Boynton et al., submitted
manuscript, 2007).
[44] The S/Cl value is used in this paper to give a value
for SO3 dilution of the soils to allow direct comparison of
the GRS sites with Martian rock analyses. We estimated the
sulfur abundance in each site from the Cl abundance by
assuming a S/Cl ratio of 4.9, based on Pathfinder data
[Brückner et al., 2003]. The current average for the five
landing sites is 4.8. The average values at the landing sites
are 3.6 Gusev (some higher S/Cl values were not included
in the Gellert et al. [2006] average value), 3.7 at Meridiani
(G7 data table in Additional Resources, MER Analyst’s
Notebook, http://anserver1.eprsl.wustl.edu/), 3.9 at Viking 1
Chryse, 5.9 at Pathfinder Ares Vallis, and 7.9 at Viking 2 in
Utopia Planitia. Given the observed range in average values,
the uncertainty in assumed SO3 at each GRS site is only a
few percent, which would barely change the corrected
values for the elements used in the comparisons. Eventually
GRS data for S may be available to improve these estimates
for the largest areas. Although the SO3 is probably in the
form of a Mg and/or Ca sulfate, the Mg and Ca are not
included in the correction because the SO3 may have been
introduced to the soil in a different form, such as a volcanic
aerosol.

4. Discussion
4.1. Volatile Element Components H2O and Cl
[45] Martian surficial materials or soils contain at least
three or four independent components based on actual
behavior and assumptions about the origin of the components [e.g., Clark, 1993; Gellert et al., 2006; Ming et al.,
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2006]. Possible components include (1) hydrogen (probably
in the form of H2O bound in minerals), (2) an enriched
mobile element or salt component including Cl (and S), and
(3) a rock component containing Fe and Si. The elements K
and Th are enriched in our regions relative to most Martian
rocks and may constitute a separate component that probably reflects a different origin than the Cl and S [e.g., Taylor
et al., 2006a, 2006b]. The possibility that K and Th have
been substantially mobilized is discussed in section 4.3.
[46] There are several reasons to think water could be a
separate component, including the possibility that snow or
ice has contributed to the water budget in some areas. The
abundance of H is also poorly correlated with geology in
equatorial regions [Boynton et al., 2002]. Feldman et al.
[2005] found that the water abundances in the low latitudes
to midlatitudes of Mars were best correlated with the low
thermal inertia regions (suggesting dusty areas) and orographic control of present-day atmospheric dynamics, coupled with the need for hydratable minerals. In the equatorial
regions water (hydrogen) abundances are variable, up to
7 wt%. In spite of a good correlation between H and Cl on a
global basis [Karunatillake et al., 2006], there does not
appear to be a correlation between Cl and H, at the landing
sites (Figure 11). Abundances of hydrogen (Figure 11),
thought to be mainly present as bound water, are virtually
identical for all of the areas we studied (between 3.5 and
4.2 wt% as water), with the exception of Arabia, which is
located in a broad water-rich area near the equator.
[47] The data for Cl in our regions fall within the range
measured at the landing sites (Figure 12). The existence of
very high Cl concentrations relative to K and Th associated
with the Medusae Fossae Formation is one example of the
distinct behavior of Cl [Keller et al., 2006]. Because S is
known to correlate with Cl in the landing sites, S can be
considered part of a mobile element component although S
is not reported here [Clark, 1993; Newsom and Hagerty,
1997; Newsom et al., 1999]. In addition, the Cl but not the
K is higher in the airborne dust analyzed by the two MER
rovers than the local soils [Goetz et al., 2005], consistent
with Cl forming part of a separate component. The Goetz et
al. [2005] paper used ratios of peak areas; therefore the
conclusions should still hold even though the absolute
concentrations of elements like Cl are higher due to the
recent recalibration of APX data [Gellert et al., 2006].
4.2. Global Heterogeneity of Surficial Materials
[48] An important result of the GRS experiment is the
evidence for substantial chemical variations on a regional
scale in the midlatitude and low-latitude regions of Mars
[Taylor et al., 2006a, 2006b; Keller et al., 2006; Boynton et
al., submitted manuscript, 2007]. More specifically, the data
from the three mantled regions studied here provide strong
evidence for variations in the compositions of these thick
dust deposits, arguing against a globally homogenized
surface soil and dust layer. The low amount of bedrock in
these areas is confirmed by our study of the high-resolution
MOC images, which shows that the surficial materials have
buried the underlying topography to a depth of at least
several meters. Within the lava flows of the Tharsis region,
the actual outcrop, that is the area covered by less than a few
tens of centimeters of unrelated fines and mobile material
(mantle), may be a trivial fraction of the surface, even
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Figure 11. This plot of Cl versus H as H2O (Table 2) illustrates that all of the GRS areas have similar
values of H (expressed as weight equivalent H2O) except for Arabia, which has a much larger H2O
content. The error bars are the sm, the instrumental uncertainty of the regional mean as estimated with
summed spectra (Table 2).
though the outline of individual lava flows may be visible.
The GRS data therefore represent the composition of the
materials that bury these lava surfaces. The situation for the
less-mantled areas is more complicated due to the possible
contributions to the surficial materials from airborne dust
and the local bedrock as discussed by Yen et al. [2005].
[49] Both visually and statistically, the data for the
mantled regions have distinctive compositions. Statistical
analysis was applied using the regional mean wt% from
5  5 data (e.g., Figure 10). The result of the statistical
analysis addressed the question, ‘‘Can we reject, to a desired
degree of confidence, the null hypothesis that regions A and
B have identical mean weight percents for a given element to
a confidence level of 95%?’’ Since the number of degrees of
freedom, given by the number of spectra contributing to the
regional sum, was large, this test employed the two-tailed
standard normal distribution. The test parameter, t, was
mA  mB
given by qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ, where m represent the regional
s2m;A þ s2m;B
means, and sm represent the instrumental uncertainties of
the regional means.
[50] The results are as follows: Comparing Arabia to
Tharsis, these areas are distinctly different for H2O, K, Si,
and Th. Comparing Arabia to Amazonis, these areas are
distinctly different for H2O, Cl, K, and Si. Th is distinct, but
only to a confidence level of 82%. Comparing Tharsis to
Amazonis, these areas are distinctly different for Cl and Th
(H2O is distinct, but only to a confidence level of 50%). The
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs), while compro-

mised by instrumental uncertainties, suggest there may be
real compositional differences for Th (Arabia versus Amazonis) and H2O and Si (Tharsis versus Amazonis). CDFs
also indicate that Tharsis may be the most heterogeneous
among Amazonis, Arabia, and Tharsis, with H as the
element to vary the most. A larger variability within the
Tharsis area is reasonable, given its large size and geological complexity.
[51] Table 2 provides a summary of elemental concentrations for our GRS regions. This data suggest that Cl is
distinctly higher in the Amazonis area compared to the
Tharsis or Arabia regions (Figure 12). Keller et al. [2006]
documents other areas with thick surficial deposits, such as
the Medusae Fossae formation with even higher Cl. Abundances of Cl at Chryse measured by Viking 1, and recalibrated Cl data at the Gusev and Meridiani sites are also
elevated above the other sites (G7 data table, Additional
Resources, MER Analyst’s Notebook, http://anserver1.
eprsl.wustl.edu/, and the Planetary Data System). For the
less mantled areas, lower Cl abundances for the Syrtis and
Hesperia regions may be due to a higher fraction of
bedrock, which contains little Cl. Areas with lower Cl in
the Utopia basin, and areas of the southern highlands
[Keller et al., 2006] were not considered in this study.
[52] In the mantled regions, the data for K shows that
Arabia is distinctly higher than Tharsis and Amazonis. For
the less-mantled areas, the K abundances are lower in the
Syrtis and Hesperia regions and higher in Acidalia, but
some of this may be due to bedrock exposures. For Th, there
is an increasing trend from Tharsis to Amazonis to Arabia in
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Figure 12. Cl and K are plotted with normalization to a water-free composition for the selected areas
(Table 2), and the concentrations of soils in the five landing sites [Rieder et al., 2004; Clark et al., 1982;
Brückner et al., 2003, Gellert et al., 2006; G7 data table in Additional Resources, MER Analyst’s
Notebook, http://anserver1.eprsl.wustl.edu/]. The error bars for the landing site data are the simple onesigma standard deviations. The actual Pathfinder soil analyses are shown, and their uncertainties (not
shown) are comparable to the GRS uncertainties for the areas. The Viking K abundances reflect a
detection limit of 0.3 wt% [Clark et al., 1982]. The error bars for the GRS data are the sm, the
instrumental uncertainty of the regional mean as estimated with summed spectra (Table 2).
the mantled regions, and in the less-mantled regions from
Hesperia to Syrtis to Tyrrhena and Acidalia. The mantled
regions fall in the middle of this sequence; this could
indicate some aeolian mixing or averaging of different
sources. There is an obvious correlation between K and
Th in the areas measured, which suggests a connection with
the origin of the enrichments of these elements, as described
in section 3.3.
[53] Fe and Si relationships: The Fe and Si major element
data probably reflect the compositions of the rocks from
which the surficial materials were derived (Figure 13),
although other explanations for the variations are possible.
Data for Fe show distinct differences between landing sites,
our GRS areas, and meteorite compositions. The mantled
areas have similar Fe, but Arabia has a distinctly higher Si
concentration. The Tyrrhena Terra area has low Fe, along
with the Gusev basalts and the Viking 2 Utopia site. The
Acidalia area has quite high Fe. The soils and rocks at the
landing sites also have a big range of Fe concentrations,
with Pathfinder soil-free rock and the Viking 2 Utopia site
having the lowest Fe. Si abundances are also variable, with
the Tharsis and Amazonis areas having the lowest Si, while
the Acidalia area has the highest Si. All of the areas are
within the range of Martian rock compositions but not
Martian meteorite compositions. Alternative explanations

for the chemical variations could include aeolian fractionation of dense Fe-minerals as suggested for Pathfinder soils
[McSween and Keil, 2000; McLennan, 2000], while
McLennan [2001] argued for chemical mobilization and
formation of silica minerals. Operation of these mechanisms
on a regional scale as opposed to a local scale is problematic. However, the potential for these processes to chemically fractionate the regolith relative to the protolith
composition provides another cautionary note for using
the GRS data to calculate the average composition of the
Martian crust.
[54] The relative Si abundances in the GRS data are better
determined than the absolute abundances due to normalization to the Pathfinder data [see Karunatillake et al., 2006].
However, given the adopted normalization, the Si abundances of the GRS areas are in the basalt range from 21 to
24.3 wt% Si, except for Acidalia which falls just over the
border into the basaltic andesite region with a normalized Si
abundance of 24.4 wt% Si. The soils at the landing sites
range from relatively low in Si for the V2 Utopia site and
the Pathfinder site, to relatively high in the Gusev and
Meridiani sites, with the V1 Chryse site in the same range as
the shergottites. Interestingly, the measured surface rocks
cover the largest range in Si, from the Gusev basalts to the
Pathfinder soil free rock, which is nearly andesitic in
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Figure 13. The Fe and Si abundances in the areas studied are plotted with normalization to a volatilefree (H2O, SO3, Cl) composition as described in the text. Martian meteorite compositions are compiled
from data of Meyer [2003]. Landing site data sources are listed in Figure 12. The data for the GRS areas
and the landing sites have a larger spread compared to the Martian meteorite data, suggesting that the
meteorites are not a comprehensive sample of the Martian surface. The error bars are the sm, the
instrumental uncertainty of the regional mean as estimated with summed spectra (Table 2), and landing
site data are plotted as in Figure 12.
composition. The normalized Fe abundances in the GRS
areas fall within the range seen in Martian meteorites,
except for Acidalia which is high in Fe along with K and
Th.
[55] What igneous or postdepositional processes could
explain the Fe and Si data? According to Borg and Draper
[2003], the chemistry of the basaltic Martian meteorites can
be explained by partial melting of an assemblage of cumulates formed during crystallization of a magma ocean to
form a parent magma with high Mg, low Si, and low Fe.
From this primitive Mg-rich parent magma, the calculated
parental melts for a number of shergottites can be obtained
by olivine fractionation. The large range in Fe and Si
concentrations of all the Martian materials could reflect
different degrees of partial melting to form the parental
magmas, and different amounts of olivine fractionation.
This possibility is supported by the wide range in Fe and
Si concentrations in Gusev and rocks and Pathfinder soilfree rocks, and the wider Fe and Si range of the less mantled
areas compared to the mantled areas. Acidalia is also
enriched in K and Th, potentially consistent with protolith
formation from a magma derived by lower degrees of partial
melting. Alternatively, the GRS areas, especially Acidalia,
could represent melting of a mantle less depleted in incompatible elements [e.g., Herd, 2003; Borg et al., 2003].

[56] Another potential factor in the chemical differences
for the soils and the GRS areas, which seem to have large
fractions of soils, is the possible physical fractionation of
phases with different densities due to aeolian processes
including sedimentary silica or Fe-oxide phases. For example, if Fe is contained in denser minerals, these minerals
would have been left behind during aeolian erosion, depleting the dust in Fe. If the mantled regions formed by airfall
from such depleted dust, these areas would be higher in Fe
than the rockier sites, but such a correlation is not seen in
the data. At Pathfinder, according to McLennan [2000], the
enrichment of some of the soils in FeO compared to rocks
could be accomplished by either the addition of Fe2O3 or
Fe-sulfate (e.g., Jarosite). Jarosite decreases the SiO2/SO3
ratio while increasing Fe. This mechanism could potentially
explain some of the enrichments in Fe in the Acidalia or
Syrtis regions, but cannot be tested at present.
4.3. Possible Fractionations Between Surficial
Materials and Bedrock
[57] Another important goal of this study is to evaluate
the fractionations or chemical differences between the
surface soils and the crustal rocks. Because the soils and
mantled terrain cover much of the surface, understanding
these fractionations will help with determining the bulk
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composition of the crust [e.g., Taylor et al., 2006a]. In
addition, we hoped that the composition of surficial materials might be subtracted from regional elemental values and
enable estimates of the underlying the rock compositions.
However, in the case of Fe and Si, the variability in the
concentrations for the areas studied is of the same magnitude as the variability in analyses of Martian rocks and
meteorites, which probably reflects local or regional derivation of this component. Eventually we should have GRS
data for Ca and Al in the rock component as well, but that
data will not be discussed in this set of papers.
[58] K and Th relationships: As discussed above, the Cl
abundances are substantially enriched in all of the sites
relative to most basaltic Martian meteorites and the Gusev
basaltic rocks, as expected for this volatile component
element (Figures 11 and 12). The question is whether the
K and/or Th are also enriched relative to the protolith rocks
in the areas we have examined. K and Th are nominally in
the rock component, but the new data from the Columbia
Hills suggests that K can be mobilized by aqueous alteration. For example, Wooly Patch is depleted in K relative to
other Gusev samples [Gellert et al., 2006; Ming et al.,
2006]. There is no lander data for Th, and the available
Martian meteorites do not show the extensive alteration
observed in the Columbia Hills. Taylor et al. [2006a] makes
the simplest assumption that the composition of the surficial
materials reflects the crustal composition, much like terrestrial loess [Taylor and McLennan, 1985]. Taylor et al.
[2006a] shows that this assumption results in a consistent
story for the mantle and crust abundances in terms of the
Wänke-Dreibus bulk composition models [Dreibus and
Wänke, 1984; Wänke and Dreibus, 1988, 1994]. In this
view, the lower K and Th abundances in the Syrtis and
Hesperia regions reflect variations in regional rock compositions. This assumption also implies that most of the
Martian crust was derived from an undepleted mantle,
resulting in rocks with K and Th that are higher than the
observed basaltic Martian meteorites and the basaltic rocks
analyzed by the MER rovers [e.g., McLennan, 2001]. Taylor
et al. [2006a] concludes therefore that the Martian meteorites and other basaltic rocks must not be representative of
the crust. They also argue that the lack of regions with low
K and Th abundances supports this assumption.
[59] In this section, we explore an alternative possibility,
that a significant portion of the crust does consist of basaltic
rocks relatively low in K and Th, and that the observed soil
compositions represents a reservoir enriched in incompatible elements relative to the protolith, and the surface
composition from the GRS data represents an upper limit
to the abundance in the crust.
[60] Why should this alternative be explored? Several
lines of evidence support an alternative interpretation of the
GRS data. First of all, the argument of Taylor et al. [2006a]
that no GRS areas consist of depleted basalt (less than
500 ppm K) may simply reflect the ubiquitous dust cover of
virtually every location on Mars, and the accompanying
high abundance of Cl and possibly K, even including the
areas with near-IR and thermal IR evidence for igneous
minerals (e.g., Syrtis Major Planum). Additionally, the
enriched component of the mantle may be analogous to a
highly enriched lunar KREEP component that is not necessarily represented quantitatively in the crustal materials
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[e.g., Herd, 2003; Borg et al., 2003; Borg and Draper,
2003]. In addition, the mantled regions have distinctly
different chemical compositions, which could be due to
differences either in the original protolith, or to secondary
processes, which have affected the compositions on a
regional basis. If secondary processes such as aqueous
alteration produced the variations in chemistry of these
blanketed areas (see discussion of K and Th mobility by
Taylor et al. [2006b]), the composition of the global
surficial material component may not be representative of
the crust as a whole. However, testing this alternative idea is
hindered because there are no surface measurements of Th,
and the available Martian meteorites do not show the
extensive alteration observed in the Columbia Hills.
[61] The abundances of K and Th in our GRS areas are
higher than almost all of the Martian meteorites. On the
floor of Gusev crater, K is strongly enriched in the soil
compared to the plains basalts, although K-rich rocks were
inferred to be present at the Pathfinder site and may be
present in the Columbia Hills [Gellert et al., 2006]. The lack
of a similar strong contrast in the GRS data between the
mantled and less-mantled regions could be due to a substantial dust component in the less-mantled regions. However, the GRS data from this study does suggest that there
may be a statistically significant anti-correlation between
the abundances of Cl, K and Th and the amount of the
exposed bedrock determined by examination of the MOC
images. The areas without visible thick mantles, except the
unusual Acidalia region, have lower concentrations of Cl, K
and Th, although this is not a strong correlation on a global
basis [Karunatillake et al., 2006]. Keller et al. [2006] has
shown that there is a rough anti-correlation between Cl
abundance and thermal inertia on Mars that is consistent
with our observations, although exposure of bedrock with
lower Cl cannot explain all the variations in Cl abundances.
The areas where the bedrock may be most extensively
exposed are the Syrtis and Hesperia volcanic constructs
and to a lesser extent, the Tyrrhena Terra region located
between them. Thermal and near-infrared studies of these
areas have found spectral signatures of igneous minerals
[e.g., Bandfield et al., 2000; Bandfield, 2002, 2003]. The
Acidalia region has low Cl and high thermal inertia,
consistent with a rocky area, but the K and Th are high,
possibly due to a different rock type [Karunatillake et al.,
2006].
[62] What are the implications for the crustal abundances
and the geochemical processes that produced the soils if the
crustal rocks have significantly lower abundances than the
mantling materials? The mixing models discussed next
provide some quantitative data. As discussed below, there
may be significant implications for the age of the soil.
However, a small difference between the concentrations in
the surficial materials and the crustal bedrock would not
significantly change the crust-mantle mass balance for these
elements as discussed by Taylor et al. [2006a].
4.4. Mixing Models
[63] We have constructed a mixing model to examine the
relationship between the rock versus soil compositions and
the percentage of bedrock at these sites. The measured
gamma-ray intensities partly depend on the densities and
nature of the rock soil mixtures [Keller et al., 2006;
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Figure 14. A mixing model shows that Syrtis Major Planum could be a mixture of an enriched model
soil composition and bedrock with lower abundances of Cl and K (see text). Data are normalized to a
water-free composition. Two models are illustrated, using model rock 1 or model rock 2. The Syrtis
composition can be matched with 25% of model rock 1 and 75% of the model soil, or with 50% of model
rock 2 and 50% of the model soil. The model rock compositions have K abundances within the range of
Martian meteorite abundances, while the Cl abundances are slightly higher, reflecting the abundances in
the Gusev floor basalts. These models would imply a lower abundance of Cl, K (and Th) in the crustal
protolith than the alternative assumption, which is that the GRS data represent the entire crust [Taylor et
al., 2006b]. Martian meteorite compositions are compiled from data of Meyer [2003]. The Shergottite Los
Angeles and the Nakhlite NWA 817 have K concentrations of 0.27 wt% and 0.24 wt%, respectively, but
their Cl concentrations are not known. The error bars are the sm, the instrumental uncertainty of the
regional mean as estimated with summed spectra (Table 2), and landing site data are plotted as in
Figure 12.

Boynton et al., submitted manuscript, 2007]. The mixing
model strictly assumes a ‘‘checker board’’ distribution of
rocks and soil, based on the areal extent of outcrops of rock.
In the case where the surface consists of an intimate mixture
of rock and soil with different densities, the observed
composition can reflect a slightly larger contribution from
the denser rocks, but this increase is less than 7% for
reasonable variation in densities. A similar magnitude
uncertainty of 6% due to different amounts of neutron
shielding in rocks, which has not been accounted for in our
current data processing, is also possible [Keller et al., 2006;
Boynton et al., submitted manuscript, 2007].
[64] The Syrtis Major Planum GRS composition can be
obtained by mixing a model soil composition in different
proportions with two possible rock compositions (Figures 14
and 15). The model soil or dust composition was chosen to
fall roughly between the compositions of the Amazonis and

Arabia mantled areas. Note that the Gusev soil composition
is even more enriched in Cl and K (Figures 12 and 14).
Assuming a rock fraction of 50% (model rock 2 plus model
soil) results in a rock composition substantially enriched in
Cl, K, and Th compared to the average meteorite abundances or the Gusev rocks but that is still lower than the crustal
concentrations assumed by Taylor et al. [2006a]. This model
requires a correlated enrichment of K and Th into the
surficial materials. On the basis of the calculations of Taylor
et al. [2006a], this model also implies that about 35% of the
Th and K are present in the crust compared to 50% for the
assumption that the crust is the same as the surface GRS
abundances.
[65] Another case is illustrated by a calculation (model
rock 1 plus model soil) for a rock abundance of 25% with a
corresponding 75% soil or dust component. This assumes
that the bedrock composition is similar to the average
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Figure 15. This figure shows the results of the mixing model calculations for K and Th also shown in
Figure 14. The model crustal rock compositions fall within the range of Martian meteorite compositions.
Data are plotted for a water-free composition. The error bars for the GRS data are the sm, the instrumental
uncertainty of the regional mean as estimated with summed spectra (Table 2).
Martian meteorite and Gusev crater floor rock abundances,
with relatively low Th and K, and a slight enrichment in Cl
as observed in the Gusev rocks (Figure 14). The difficulty
of this model is the need to explain a much greater
correlated enrichment of K and Th in the soil or dust relative
to the rocks (factor of about 4). Assuming the WänkeDreibus abundances, this would imply that only about
10% of Th and K are partitioned into the crust, or that bulk
Mars has lower abundances of Th and K, with significant
implications for Martian thermal history that may not be
reasonable [Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Kiefer, 2003].
[66] The small compositional range or contrast between
the mantled areas and the less mantled areas could be used
as an argument against the possibility that the average
crustal rocks on Mars are significantly lower in K and Th
than the soils. However, the areas exhibiting mineral spectra
in remote-sensing data sets still contain very high amounts
of the soil or dust component, masking most of the rocky
material. For example, the rock abundance for Syrtis from
Christensen [1986b] is only 8 plus or minus 4%,
corresponding to a soil or dust cover of 92%. Our data for
the mantle coverage for Syrtis from the MOC image survey
is 45% (reflecting morphology at the scale of a meter or
more), and the actual value for the 10s of centimeters
sensed by the GRS is probably in between these values.
The presence of high abundances of small rocks, below the
resolution of the MOC images also cannot be ruled out. The
abundance of Cl in the less dusty areas such as Syrtis,

although lower than the mantled regions, is still consistent
with a high fraction of soil or dust. The alternative is that the
soils in these areas (Syrtis Major, Hesperia, and Tyrrhena)
contain a much higher Cl content than the mantled areas,
which seems unlikely.
[67] Are low rock abundances consistent with other data
for these less mantled regions? A careful examination of the
highest resolution images of the less-mantled ‘‘bedrock’’
areas suggests that these areas contain substantial morphological evidence for less than 30% of bedrock (e.g.,
Figures 5b and 6b). The 25% rock fraction model is reasonably close to the estimates obtained above by examination of
high-resolution MOC images. The IRTM rock abundances
for most of Syrtis and Hesperia are less than 10%, but
somewhat higher for Tyrhenna [Christensen, 1986b]. The
50% exposed bedrock model is possible, but more studies
with high-resolution images are needed, including the
expected images from the HiRISE camera on the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). Although the morphological
and chemical characteristics of the areas such as Syrtis and
Hesperia suggest the presence of abundant surficial materials
with chemistry similar to the mantled regions, the thermal
inertia measurements are significantly higher, possibly due to
cementing or duricrust formation.
[68] The Acidalia area, which overlaps part of the Chryse
basin, has characteristics of both mantled and rocky regions.
The Cl is on the low end (Figure 12), consistent with
evidence from the MOC images for a rough surface with
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substantial outcrops of bedrock (Figure 7). The K, Th, Si,
and Fe are all substantially elevated relative to the other
GRS areas. This could reflect the composition of local
igneous rocks [e.g., Christensen et al., 2001], alteration of
the surface material [Wyatt and McSween, 2002], or enrichment of K in the soils in this region, possibly connected
with the location of the area as a depositional basin.
Karunatillake et al. [2006] suggest that the enrichments
could reflect the presence of igneous rocks from a distinctive mantle source.
[69] Global variations in Cl are further complicated by the
presence of high concentrations in some areas, such as the
spatial correlation with the Medusae Fossae formation,
often interpreted to be a volcanic airfall deposit, and the
low Cl concentrations found in areas of the southern highlands and Utopia basin not considered here [Keller et al.,
2006]. Furthermore, Martian meteorites and the Gusev plain
rocks exhibit very low Cl abundances. The soil may be
enriched in Cl due to volcanic aerosols [Clark and Baird,
1979; McSween and Keil, 2000], or the crustal rocks have
lost Cl due to degassing or aqueous leaching [Newsom and
Hagerty, 1997; Newsom et al., 1999]. The significance of
the ratio of Cl to other elements, such as K, in the soils
therefore depends on the initial abundances of these elements in the planet and the degree of fractionation between
the crust and soil reservoirs. We intend to explore these
issues further in the future as more data, such as S, becomes
available and by extending our study to additional areas.
[70] In contrast to Th and K, the Fe and Si data show no
relationship at all between the degree of mantling and
abundance. This supports the conclusion that the variations
in Fe and Si are due to local processes, not due to different
amounts of bedrock versus soil. Therefore, because of the
low rock abundance in the surficial materials and the
uncertainty in the actual composition of the soils in these
regions, using the mixing models to constrain the basement
rock abundances of Fe and Si is not very useful. Taking
Syrtis for example, if the surficial materials are similar to
Arabia, the Syrtis rocks would be lower in Si than the
measured abundance, but if the surficial materials are
similar to the Amazonis area, the rocks would be higher
in Si (Figure 13).
4.5. Implications for the Age and Origin of Soil
Components
[71] The early Viking view of the surficial materials on
Mars was consistent with a simple picture of a globally
homogeneous material made of ground up basalt with some
added Cl and S [e.g., Banin et al., 1992]. The assumption
that the surficial materials were globally homogenized by
dust storms led to the idea that the soils were ancient and
probably had high Ni contents from a meteoritic component
[Flynn and McKay, 1990]. Not surprisingly, the new data
from both rovers and the GRS are revealing a more
complicated story. The new data suggest that while the
soils are generally basaltic, their compositions are somewhat variable due to local sources and processes. The new
GRS data allow us to address important questions about the
nature of the processes, sources and ages for the different
soil components.
[72] The variations in the abundances in the soils of Si,
Fe, and possibly Th and K from the GRS may be related to
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variations in the source bedrock compositions. In addition,
several types of processes have been proposed that could
lead to the alteration and breakdown of the surface rocks to
form the soils, including hydrothermal alteration [Newsom,
1980], extensive alteration of rocks and glass by aqueous
fluids interacting with the S-rich dust by an ‘‘acid fog’’
mechanism [Banin et al., 1997], or impact dust production
[Blaney, 1998]. Evidence from landing site analyses suggests that some elements in the soils, such as Ca, may have
been affected by other processes, such as aqueous alteration
as part of an altered rock – geochemical sink model [Nelson
et al., 2005]. Mixing models by Nelson et al. [2005] showed
that an aqueous alteration component depleted in CaO is
consistent with the chemistry of the soil. This altered
component could have been provided to the soil by erosion
of rocks altered early in Mars history, which would be
consistent with an origin for the Mars soil strictly as a
geochemical sink. Because the alteration materials have
very low CaO compared to their basaltic protolith, their
addition to the soil alleviates the need to remove CaO from
the soil at a later time. Because evaluation of the gamma-ray
data for Ca is not yet complete, evaluation of this hypothesis
on a global basis must wait.
[73] In contrast to the chemical evidence for alteration,
the presence of olivine in the soils determined by the
Mössbauer experiment on Spirit in Gusev crater [Morris
et al., 2004] argues that the soils could not have experienced
significant aqueous alteration. The sink model of Nelson et
al. [2005] addresses this conflicting evidence by proposing
that the soils contain altered material derived from the older
crust of Mars, along with younger eroded basaltic material
containing fresh olivine. Additional evidence for the existence of ancient altered rock on Mars comes from the nearIR observations by the Mars Express OMEGA instrument
[Bibring et al., 2005; Poulet et al., 2005].
[74] Additional evidence on the age of the soils comes
from their Ni abundances, measured at the MER landing
sites [Yen et al., 2005; Ming et al., 2006]. The relatively high
Ni contents of the soils have been attributed to a meteoritic
component, suggesting an old age for the soils [Yen et al.,
2005]. However, the preferential erosion of Ni-rich olivine
could explain much of the high Ni content of the soil
[Newsom et al., 2005], consistent with the recent formation
of the soils. If the surficial materials are relatively young,
where did the soils produced early in Mars history go? On
the basis of evidence from Gusev, small impact craters and
other depressions may provide a sink for surficial dust,
removing mobile materials from the active surface through
time. Some fraction of the material may be recycled,
however, especially in areas where extensive aeolian erosion is occurring, such as the Meridiani region of Mars.
[75] The GRS data also bears on the origin of the volatile
component of the Martian surface, including S, and Cl. The
contrasting element signatures of volcanic aerosols, hydrothermal fluids [e.g., Newsom et al., 1999], and fractionated
evaporite deposits may provide a way to distinguish among
these alternative sources of mobile elements. Data for S,
which has a weak gamma-ray signal, is currently insufficient to use, but some information can be obtained by
considering the Cl and K abundances. The Medusae Fossae
Formation, for example, is an area with high Cl, but
moderate K, that has a morphology interpreted to be due
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to erosion of an air-fall volcanic deposit [Bradley et al.,
2002; Keller et al., 2006]. In the areas we studied, the Cl
and K are enriched relative to known Martian rocks but
have retained a nearly chondritic ratio [Taylor et al., 2006a].
This characteristic would not be consistent with a volcanic
aerosol explanation for the enrichment of both elements,
because Cl is highly enriched in volcanic aerosols compared
to K [Newsom and Hagerty, 1997]. On a global basis, the
concentration of Cl is more variable than K. The areas more
enriched in Cl (not included in our study) have a higher Cl/K
ratio than chondritic, suggesting that these areas have
experienced an enrichment of Cl, not a depletion of K.
While the available data cannot provide a definitive answer
to the origin of the volatile component, the data show
regional abundance variations that may provide constraints
on this problem when additional elements and better signalto-noise ratios on all the elements are obtained during
extended missions.
[76] The elements K and Th are not highly volatile, but
both elements can be fluid mobile under low Ph conditions
[Taylor et al., 2006b]. Thus aqueous processes may have
been involved in the enrichment of these elements in the
surficial materials. Another possible explanation for the
enrichment of K and Th is due to their incompatible
behavior during igneous fractionation. In addition to the
possibility of a primary fractionation [Karunatillake et al.,
2006], these elements are also enriched in the mesostasis
during the final stages of crystallization of basalts. Preferential alteration and aeolian erosion of the mesostasis could
also provide an enrichment mechanism for the soils. Observational evidence for such mesostasis enrichments of K
and Th has been obtained by analyses of Martian meteorites
[Burger et al., 2006].

5. Conclusions
[77] For this study, seven areas were selected in part on
the basis of a survey of high-resolution MOC imagery to
test two prevalent ideas about the chemistry of surficial
materials on Mars. The first objective was to examine the
compositions of large areas with mantles of fine-grained
surficial material or soil to see if the surficial material or soil
on Mars is homogeneous on a regional scale. This idea
stems from the somewhat similar compositions of soils at
the landing sites, as first observed with the Viking landers.
The second objective is to see if the surficial materials are
chemically fractionated relative to the source or protolith
crustal rocks. This is accomplished by comparing areas with
different amounts of surficial materials, including areas that
exhibit distinctive thermal and near-infrared signatures of
igneous minerals, suggesting the presence of bedrock. This
issue bears on the use of the GRS data to determine the
composition of the crust of Mars. Important observations
and conclusions from the examination of the different areas
in this study include the following:
[78] 1. Areas that are mantled in surficial materials
(Arabia, Amazonis, and Tharsis) are chemically homogeneous but are distinctly different in composition from each
other for H2O, Cl, K, Th and Si, (but not Fe) arguing against
an origin from a globally homogenized dust component.
[79] 2. Somewhat lower concentrations of Cl, K and Th in
areas encompassed by two distinct volcanic areas, Syrtis
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Major Planum and Hesperia Planum, could reflect a mixture
of bedrock with low concentrations of K and Th and an
enriched soil. Therefore the K and Cl abundances from the
GRS observations of the surface may only represent an
upper limit for the crustal abundance.
[80] A number of different processes are required to
explain the complex chemical relationships. Chemical variations in the different areas studied, probably reflect a
combination of factors including local variations in bedrock
chemistry and the surficial materials derived from that
bedrock, as well as physical or chemical alteration and
fractionation processes that occurred before or after soil
formation.
[81] The GRS data provide suggestive, but not conclusive
evidence that Cl, K and Th are enriched in surficial
materials compared to the local bedrock, as also observed
at most of the landing sites. The mobile elements Cl and S
may be originally derived from volcanic aerosols [Clark et
al., 1982] and/or leaching of these elements from the S-rich
Martian rocks by early aqueous or hydrothermal processes
[e.g., Newsom and Hagerty, 1997; Newsom et al., 1999].
The future addition of the gamma-ray data for sulfur will
help constrain these alternatives.
[82] The extent and origin of the enrichments of K and Th
in the surficial materials observed by the GRS and the soils
observed at the landing sites is a major question with
implications for surface processes on Mars and the composition of the Martian crust. The composition of the crustal
bedrock has major implications for the crust/mantle distribution of these elements [Taylor et al., 2006a]. Lower
abundances of K and Th in the Martian crust imply lower
heat generation and less chance of crustal remelting. A
Martian crust with lower abundances, similar to average
Martian meteorites, also requires a process to enrich the
soils relative to the bedrock. Possible explanations for such
enrichment can be imagined, such as aqueous processes
under low pH conditions [Taylor et al., 2006b] or an
enrichment due to preferential aeolian erosion of the
enriched mesostasis and feldspars of bedrock exposed on
the surface [Burger et al., 2006], but these ideas need to be
explored in more detail.
[83] Variations in the abundances of Fe and Si in the
different areas provide the strongest evidence for local
control on the composition of the areas studied. While the
soils are not homogeneous on a global basis, there is also
evidence that the soils cannot be derived just from local
materials. This includes the observation of thick airfall
deposits in mantled regions that must have been transported
a long way, and evidence from landers and rovers, such as
the significant contrasts between the soil and rock compositions for some elements at the Pathfinder and MER
landing sites.
[84] These early results from the GRS experiment are
already providing important constraints on the composition
of the bedrock and the nature of surface processes on Mars.
We are just beginning the compositional study of the
surficial materials and will extend this study to other areas.
The evidence from our mapping survey of MOC images
down to 1.5 m per pixel and the relatively high Cl
abundances in all of the areas suggest that the areas in this
study that are less-mantled still have a high fraction of
surficial materials (>70%). The improved statistics and
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additional elements that will become available with longer
counting times from extended missions will also add
significantly to the story. This work also demonstrates the
benefit of using high-resolution images to understand the
nature of the surficial materials on Mars, and justifies
the effort needed to develop improved quantitative techniques for determining the fraction of bedrock. The higher
resolution data from MRO will greatly add to this effort.
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